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of Censorship Resistance
Abstract: We present a game-theoretic analysis of optimal
solutions for interactions between censors and censorship resistance systems (CRSs) by focusing on the data channel used
by the CRS to smuggle clients’ data past the censors. This
analysis leverages the inherent errors (false positives and negatives) made by the censor when trying to classify traffic as
either legitimate or as CRS traffic, as well as the underlying
rate of CRS traffic. We identify Nash equilibrium solutions
for several simple censorship scenarios and then extend those
findings to more complex scenarios where we find that the
deployment of a censorship apparatus does not qualitatively
change the equilibrium solutions, but rather only affects the
amount of traffic a CRS can support before being blocked. By
leveraging these findings, we describe a general framework for
exploring and identifying optimal strategies for the censorship
circumventor, in order to maximize the amount of CRS traffic
not blocked by the censor. We use this framework to analyze
several censor types in scenarios with multiple data-channel
protocols used as cover for the CRS. We show that it is possible to gain insights through this framework even without perfect knowledge of the censor’s (secret) values for the parameters in their utility function.

1 Introduction
Internet censorship resistance is a relatively recent field, yet
it has been gaining prominence in recent times due to the
increased censorship activity by various regimes around the
world. This activity has given rise to an influx of interest,
funding, and research effort in producing circumvention solutions to stymie those censorship efforts. Most of the research
and engineering effort has been focused on understanding the
technological aspects of 1) the myriad censorship techniques
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and attacks and 2) the equally many censorship resistance systems that circumvent them. However, there is a striking lack
of research effort and insight into the behavior of the censor
and circumventor and their interaction since, so far, the literature has treated that aspect of Internet censorship as a black
box [12]. In this present work we investigate this aspect of censorship through the lens of game-theoretic analysis because it
is an apt tool for modeling the interaction between two noncooperative self-interested entities. Since the attack space is
large, we focus on analyzing the data channel—the communication between the client and a destination outside of the
censor’s jurisdiction. This data channel is used by a censorship resistance system (CRS); the CRS typically disguises this
data channel so that the client appears to be using some innocuous protocol to speak to some legitimate server, but in
reality, the CRS is connecting the client to an Internet server
of her choice. Our work is timely because there is currently
a lot of activity within the community to develop better designs and implementations that address censorship threats to
the data channel [9, 10, 17, 18, 21, 29, 30]. Specifically, we
seek to understand how the success (or failure) of the censorship apparatus, measured by its error rates (i.e. false positives
and negatives), affect the censor’s behavior and if, and how, the
circumvention traffic rate of a CRS (which affects the censor’s
error rates) can be used as a parameter in CRS designs.
Our contributions are:
1. A game-theoretic analysis leading to the identification and
description of Nash equilibria of linear utility functions
that allow a non-zero rate of CRS traffic to flow in the
one-shot and repeated game scenarios
2. The conclusion that fielding a censorship apparatus does
not change the equilibrium solutions above, but only the
threshold circumvention traffic rate
3. A simulation-based analysis, leveraging the above findings, of censors with non-linear (risky) utility functions
and many target data channel protocols to identify best
responses (equilibria) for various censor types
4. A framework for exploring and identifying data channel
protocols that provide useful circumvention traffic rates
for a given censor type and use case.
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2 Background
Game theory is the study of how groups of rational, selfinterested entities behave in response to one another’s actions. In the context of censorship-resistant communications,
a game-theoretic approach can be used to assess the optimal
behavior of a rational censor and the designers of a CRS.
To facilitate this, we will analyze the behavior of the two
parties, or players from now onwards, in increasingly detailed
versions of an abstract “censorship game”, designed to capture
the fundamentals of censorship resistance dynamics, while
still being simple enough to readily analyze. This serves to
reveal the essential components of the problem domain.
These players try to maximize their benefits by thinking
strategically about their actions, using information that they
have about the environment and the other players. A central
assumption is the theory of “rational choice”, which states that
an entity seeks to maximize its utility independent of the other
player’s utility and will chose an action that is at least as good
as any other action available to them. The utilities can be modeled by a utility function (U ) that assigns cardinal utilities to
ordinal values. That is, if a player prefers outcome a over outcome b and outcome b over outcome c then the utilities are
ordered U (a) > U (b) > U (c).
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for risk of incurring economic losses to local businesses that
utilize them for their operations. However, in most cases the
circumventor assumes an all-or-nothing approach to censorship, which can be limiting when the censor is content with
partial blocking. [20]

2.1.2 False Negatives
The censor tries to prevent as many clients, or as much traffic,
as it can from circumventing its blocks—termed information
leakage. Due to the limits of technology it is unable to identify
all of them.
The circumventor’s aim is always to have as much, if not
all, of its traffic classified as a (false) negative. Strategies that
obfuscate telltale features of CRS traffic to make them indistinguishable from non-CRS traffic, as well as steganographic
and encryption techniques, are all instrumental in achieving
this goal.
We note here that since the circumventor is a rational
player its aim is not to produce collateral damage, or indeed
to explicitly reduce the censor’s utility. It is only concerned
with maximizing its own utility, independent of the censor’s
utility.

2.1 Technological Limits

3 Censorship Games

The censor and its apparatus have limitations such as the computational and memory costs of real-time processing, amongst
other considerations. It is important, then, to take into account
the rate at which objects of interest are misclassified. The two
types of errors—false positives and false negatives—govern
the confidence the censor has in their censorship apparatus.
The prevalence of each of these type of errors provides an
important input for both the censor and the circumventor in
defining their respective strategies.

In our model, a censorship game is a game played between
two players. One player, called the censor, has comprehensive
control over the network of a target area (its sphere of influence, or SoI), and wishes to prevent certain undesirable communications from being transmitted over that network, while
maximizing the throughput of legitimate traffic.1 The other
player, called the circumventor, wishes to send censored traffic
(e.g. political speech that the censor disapproves of) over the
censor-controlled channel, and may or may not care about the
level of throughput for other “legitimate” communications on
the censor-controlled network.
The circumventor is able to disguise circumvention, or
covert, traffic to match a certain profile of legitimate cover
traffic, and exercises control over the amount of traffic that
is sent by altering the circumvention traffic rate (CTR) of the
censorship resistance system (CRS) they have deployed. The
circumvention traffic rate can be set to any value in the range

2.1.1 False Positives
From the censor’s perspective, false positives are the legitimate traffic, and users, that were misclassified and blocked—
the collateral damage. The censor naturally seeks to keep this
as low as possible.
As noted by Elahi et al. [12], the collateral damage strategy has been leveraged by numerous censorship resistance
systems, most recently by meek [14] and CloudTransport [5],
both of which leverage popular cloud hosting services. These
services are considered too important for the censor to block

1 This is a simplification since the censor may also care about other aspects that contribute to its utility, such as international perception, political
fallout, and citizen unhappiness to name a few.
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0 ≤ CTR ≤ CTRmax , where CTRmax is the maximum
amount of traffic that the CRS could transmit if it was fully
utilized.
The censor possesses the ability to shut off all traffic (both
legitimate and circumvention). The censor may also, but not
always, possess the ability to differentiate the circumventor’s
traffic from the legitimate traffic that it is disguised as, by
means of some censorship apparatus, usually in the form of
a firewall or deep packet inspection (DPI) system capable of
differentiating suspicious traffic based on the expected fingerprints of circumvention traffic. This ability to differentiate is
prone to errors classified as false positives or false negatives.
Each player has a separate utility function that maps from
the choice of action taken by both players to the total reward
acquired by one of them.
The game is played in a series of discrete rounds, happening in sequential discrete timesteps. At the start of each round,
both players simultaneously select an action, from their action
set, on the basis of the actions selected by the two players in all
previous rounds of the game, and on the basis of the players’
utility functions and calculations.
In a censorship game, a strategy for the circumventor is
a specification of how the circumvention traffic rate parameter
will be set at different timesteps in the game, and a strategy for
the censor is specification at different timesteps in the game of
whether the the channel will be left open (allowing all traffic
through) or not, and whether or not the apparatus will be used,
if it is available. In this setting, we do not model either circumventor or censor expending resources to develop better CRSs
or apparatus. For example, a strategy for the censor might be
to leave the channel open if the circumvention traffic rate of
the circumventor was below a certain level in all previous time
steps, and to close it permanently otherwise. An example strategy for the circumventor might be to send no traffic at all for
some time, and then send a very large burst of traffic. A strategy profile is a specification of a strategy for each player.
A Nash equilibrium is a strategy profile where neither
player could improve their utility by unilaterally adopting a
different strategy. This is a stable point of the game, which we
might expect to observe frequently in reality. We will characterize the behaviors of the two agents in terms of the Nash
equilibria of the game.
We also assume in our analysis throughout section 4 and
section 5 that both the censor and circumventor have perfect
information about each other. That is, both players know what
the other has done (but not necessarily what they will do next),
and knows the exact utility function and parameters being used
by the other player. This is a common assumption in studying equilibria in repeated games [24]. We believe this assumption is plausible because the utility functions involved are not
overly complex, and the both parties can observe the past ac-

tions of their opponents (or similar entities) to arrive at an accurate estimate of the parameters involved. Naturally, any predictions made by our model with inaccurate estimates of the
needed parameters will tend to produce inaccurate predictions
about the locations of inflection points in the players’ behaviors, but the general trends will still be correct. Moreover, in
section 6 we discuss a framework based on censor equivalence
classes where we do not need to know the exact parameter values.

4 A Simple Censor Model
We begin by considering the simplest version of the game
where the censorship resistance system uses only one channel, carrying only one type of traffic; for example, the CRS
could be disguising is circumvention traffic as Skype traffic [19, 21, 23]—in this case, the “channel” would consist of
all Skype traffic crossing the censor’s SoI boundary. We assume that, absent the traffic of the circumventor, this channel
carries a total amount of legitimate traffic L. We normalize
both CTR and L by setting L = 1 − CTR.
We now proceed with closed-form analysis of the game in
three steps, gradually increasing the complexity of the model.

4.1 Step 1: Single Round, No Apparatus
In this version of the game, the two players play just one round
of the game, and the censor has no access to an apparatus that
would allow it to differentiate between the traffic of the circumventor and the traffic of legitimate users.
The action space of the censor, denoted Xcen , consists of
two strategies: 1 and 0 (the channel being On and Off). Playing
“On” means the censor allows all traffic on the channel to pass
through unimpeded, while “Off” means all traffic transmission
is halted.
The action space of the circumventor is a real number
CTR ∈ [0, 1], which is the amount of circumvention traffic
the circumventor chooses to send (as a fraction of the total
traffic).
The utility functions of the censor and circumventor are
respectively given by:
Ucen = (−αact Xcen + αbct (1 − Xcen ))CTR+
(βalt Xcen − βblt (1 − Xcen ))(1 − CTR)

Ucir = (γact Xcen − γbct (1 − Xcen ))CTR+
(δalt Xcen − δblt (1 − Xcen ))(1 − CTR)

(1)

(2)
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Variables α[act,bct] , β[alt,blt] , γ[act,bct] , and δ[alt,blt] are
parameters that depend on the specific players of the game.
The subscripts act and bct stand for allow and block circumvention traffic, respectively. The subscripts alt and blt stand
for allow and block legitimate traffic, respectively. The αact
and αbct are the loss, or gain, of utility to the censor of allowing, or blocking, one unit of circumvention traffic, respectively. Similarly, βalt and βblt are the gain, or loss, in utility
to the censor of having one unit of legitimate traffic transported via, or blocked on, the channel, respectively. The ratios of αact to βalt and of αbct to βblt characterize different
types of censors. For example, an employer interested in reducing employee idleness by preventing communication with
social media sites, but ensuring that productive online activities are not affected, might have a relatively low αact , but a
relatively high βalt . In contrast, a military agency trying to
censor leakage of state secrets might have a very high αbct
relative to their βblt parameter. The circumventor’s counterpart parameters γact and γbct show the utility gained, or lost,
by the circumventor of a single unit of circumvention traffic
to be transported, or blocked, respectively. Similarly, δalt and
δblt show the utility gained, or lost, by the circumventor of a
single unit of legitimate traffic to be transported, or blocked,
respectively. All of these parameters can be normalized to the
range [0, 1], where 0 means ambivalence and 1 means strong
sensitivity.
Conventionally both δ parameters are assumed to be zero
since typically CRS designers are not concerned with the fallout of CRS usage nor are there any technical provisions to
reduce the impact of the fallout on non-CRS traffic in the designs in the literature. Also, γbct is also assumed to be zero
since typically CRS designs are ambivalent to blocked CRS
traffic; that is, what matters directly to the circumventor is the
amount of circumvention traffic allowed through the censor’s
firewalls, not the amount that is blocked . Thus the circumventor’s utility function is reduced to the following:

Ucir = γact Xcen CTR

βalt +βblt
αact +αbct +βalt +βblt ;
βalt +βblt
αact +αbct +βalt +βblt .

play CTR ≤
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or CTR ≤ F for brevity,

where F =
If the players know each others’ strategies, the utility of
the circumventor is maximized by setting CTR = F. However, although this is a Pareto Optimal solution, it is actually
not a Nash equilibrium of the game. This is because the censor and circumventor decide their actions simultaneously, and
so do not know each others’ actions in advance. Given that the
censor plays “On”, the circumventor’s best response is actually
to pick CTR = CTRmax , since this maximizes the utility of
the circumventor. Consequently, the profile where the censor
plays “On” and the circumventor plays CTR = F is not a
Nash equilibrium.
To find the Nash equilibrium, we note that if the censor plays “Off”, the circumventor is equally happy to play
CTR = CTRmax instead of any other value of CTR (since
all settings of CTR yield zero utility). This means the circumventor should play CTR = CTRmax regardless of what the
censor does, simplifying the game considerably. Knowing that
the circumventor’s utility is maximized by playing CTRmax
regardless, the censor would choose to play “On” if and only
if CTRmax < F . In a game where this holds true, the only
Nash equilibrium is for the censor to leave the channel open,
and the circumventor to play CTRmax . Otherwise, the only
Nash equilibrium is for the censor to close the channel and for
the circumventor to play CTRmax .
Thus, we can see that, in this simplified game, the Nash
equilibrium depends on both the maximum amount of traffic
the circumventor can send, and on the tradeoff between the
costs and benefits to the censor of allowing and blocking circumvention traffic versus keeping legitimate traffic flowing.
However, in practice, we rarely observe the equilibrium
where censors elect to close their channels entirely. Next, we
show that a circumventor interested in maintaining communications over a longer, uncertain time horizon, will behave differently, leading to a different equilibrium from the one present
in the single round game.

(3)

4.1.1 Analysis
It is apparent that the censor maximizes its utility by playing “On” if βalt (1 − CTR) − αact CTR > αbct CTR −
βblt (1−CTR), and “Off” otherwise.2 Consequently, the Censor leaves the channel open if it believes the circumventor will

2 Note that the analysis is invariant under affine transformations of the
players’ utility functions.

4.2 Step 2: Multiple Rounds, No
Apparatus
As in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, the Nash equilibrium in the simple censorship game described above arises from not modeling
the temporal dynamics of the game. Intuitively, if both censor
and circumventor know that exactly one round of the game
will be played, there is no reason for the circumventor to hold
back: they will always send the largest possible amount of traffic, and if the censor doesn’t block, the circumventor gets as
much reward as possible. If the censor does block, then the circumventor would not get any reward regardless of what they
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played. In the face of such an opponent, the censor of course
must block (contingent on F and CTRmax ), to avoid the unacceptable volume of illegitimate traffic that would be sent.
The key result for cooperation in temporal games, due to
Aumann [4], is that the equilibrium play that follows if the
players know when the game will end is often identical to
that in a single-shot game. This is because, in the last round
of the game, the players are simply playing the static game
again (there is no temporal component, because the game will
now end, just like in Step 1 above). Once the players know
how the final round will be played, then they can also infer
how the penultimate round should be played using exactly the
same logic, by treating the game as ending one round earlier
than before, with full knowledge of the outcomes in the final
round that will follow. Inductively, the players will play the
first round in the same fashion as they would the last, if the
game requires coordination or trust. Since the censorship game
we study can be modeled with such a trust-based element (if
the censor opens the channel, they “trust” the circumventor
not to defect and send too much traffic), it is straightforward
to show that the equilibrium of a temporal version of the game
with a fixed number of rounds will be exactly the same as the
equilibrium in the single shot game. However, when the game
is played for an infinite or indefinite number of rounds, then
this need not be so.
Suppose that after each round of the game, another round
is played with probability p, and otherwise the players stop.
This can model scenarios where the CRS or communication
technology has become deprecated, or because the conditions
of censorship have changed. A strategy in the context of this
extensive-form game (i.e. the game of playing many rounds of
the censorship game described in Step 1) consists of specifying
a policy for how a player plays, in light of everything their
opponent has done in the past.
We analyze this game using the same utility function from
Step 1, since it is still applicable, but summed across all rounds
of play. Again we assume that the δ and γbct parameters are
zero due to typical CRS designs not being concerned with the
fallout of CRS activity and discount the blocked CRS traffic.

4.2.1 Analysis
An interesting Nash equilibrium now emerges (though not
necessarily a unique one). The censor adopts a policy to play
“On” as long as the circumventor has never played CTR > Z
at any point in the past, and to play “Off” if even one prior
iteration of the game involved the circumventor sending more
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traffic than that,3 where Z is a fixed quantity such that F ≥ Z.
The circumventor adopts a policy of playing CTR ≤ Z at every step.
To show that the censor leaving the channel open and the
circumventor playing CTR = Z is a Nash equilibrium, we
use proof by induction.4
In the first round, the circumventor could deviate and
send up to CTR = CTRmax traffic. However, doing so
would result in a total utility of γact CTRmax for this turn,
and zero utility thereafter. In contrast, using CTR = Z this
turn, and defecting next turn instead, would result in an expected total utility of γact (Z + pCTRmax ). Provided that
CTRmax < Z + pCTRmax , it is thus better to wait another
turn before sending more traffic than Z. It follows that deviation for the circumventor will always be better in “one more
Z
. This in turn provides the censor
turn”, if CTRmax < 1−p
with a clear policy for setting Z = (1 − p)CTRmax , as this
is the lowest possible value that will placate the circumventor.
The equilibrium exists only if F ≥ (1 − p)CTRmax .
The equilibrium just outlined depends on the assumption
that the censor turns off the channel and never turns it back
on. However, this may not be a credible threat since the censor
wants the channel open in the long run, so as to allow the legitimate traffic to get through. Furthermore, if the circumventor
drops the circumvention traffic rate, i.e. CTR < Z , after sending CTRmax , the censor cannot plausibly commit to keeping
the channel closed forever in response since it is now better
to open the channel, as we have shown earlier. To resolve this
shortcoming of the original model, the censor instead commits
to blocking the channel for a period of finite length, τ . This
blocking period can also be thought of as the punishment the
censor metes out to the circumventor for defecting. To find τ ,
the censor simply repeats the same analysis as for the infinite
punishment period, but with a slight modification, which we
detail next.
In the first round, the circumventor could again deviate
and send up to CTR = CTRmax traffic. After this, the censor
would close the channel for τ rounds, resulting in a total utility
for the circumventor of γact CTRmax for τ + 1 rounds. In contrast, leaving the channel open for that period would provide
Pτ
τ
a total utility of Ucir = γact i=0 pi Z = γact Z 1−p
1−p to the
circumventor. After the period of τ + 1 rounds has passed, the
game will be in the same state as at the start (i.e. the censor will
open the channel, and the circumventor will set their circumvention traffic rate to whatever value will maximize profits).
An equilibrium where the censor keeps the channel open, and

3 We revisit and expand on this strong assumption later in this subsection.
4 This proof assumes that CTR  1, which is supported in practice for
deployed CRSs by empirical evidence provided by Elahi et al. [11].
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1−p
the circumventor sends Z = CTR = 1−p
τ CTR max traffic
then follows by similar logic to the equilibrium with an infinite
1−p
punishment period, provided that F > Z = 1−p
τ CTR max .
Note that, as τ is increased, the value Z that the censor can
use will decrease, but with rapidly diminishing returns. The
precise value selected by the censor will thus depend on how
credible the censor’s threats are. A censor that can credibly
claim that it will close the channel for longer periods will be
able to squeeze the circumvention traffic rate lower than one
that cannot credibly make such threats.
Both equilibria discussed so far are plausible in the real
world. Censors might indeed decide to permanently shut a
channel over which too much undesired traffic has been seen to
flow even once. Certainty it is plausible that they might choose
to temporarily close it for some prolonged, but finite, period in
response. Yet, although these strategies are part of valid Nash
equilibria, there are not the strategies that rational actors, as
opposed to the real world actors, would adopt when playing
the repeated game since they are not subgame perfect equilibria. A subgame perfect equilbrium requires that any contiguous sequence of moves made in the game also form a Nash
equilibrium, but this is clearly not the behavior we observe
when the censor engages in punishment. If the circumventor
stops sending CTRmax during the punishment period τ , and
instead reverts to some other quantity that is smaller than Z,
a rational censor could (locally) improve its utility by ceasing
punishment and reopening the channel. In short, there is little
incentive for the censor to actually follow through its threat
of long-term punishment when closing the channel hurts the
censor in the long run.

4.2.2 Perfect Nash Folk Theorem
Although real-world actors may indeed follow through with
such seemingly irrational threats (perhaps because of external factors, like a need to maintain prestige in other, simultaneously played, games) the “perfect” Nash Folk Theorem of
Fudenberg and Maskin [16] provides a more complex equilibrium that is of similar form, yet is also subgame perfect. In this
equilibrium, we define four distinct “state” points, and each
player’s strategy will consist of movements from one state to
another, in response to the actions of their opponent in previous rounds, rather like a state machine. These are presented in
tabular form in Table 1. The players both begin in state ∗. In
any state except ∗, if both players have played their prescribed
strategies (as per Table 1), then the players remain in that state
(i.e. they will continue playing the prescribed strategies in the
next round). If a player deviates from their prescribed strategy, then both players move to the state ∗ for τ rounds. Thereafter, both players move to the state rcen if the censor devi-
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Table 1. The four phases of the subgame perfect equilibrium
strategies for the repeated version of the censorship game.The
variables σ and  are parameters, and are set as explained in the
text.
Name
∗
rcen

rcir

∗

Xcen
1 (open)
1 (open) for σ rounds,
then 0 (closed) for one
round
1 (open) for σ round,
then 0 (closed) for one
round
0 (closed)

CTR
Z
Z for σ rounds, then
CTRmax
for
one
round
Z −  for σ rounds,
then CTRmax for one
round
CTRmax

ated last, or rcir if the circumventor did. If deviation occurs
during a round in the punishment period, then the punishment
counter resets and another τ rounds will be spent in ∗, and the
state transitioned to afterwards will correspond to the player
that deviated most recently, regardless of which player caused
the initial movement to the state ∗. We require that σ ≥ 1
and that  > 0, as well as the constraints that F ≥ Z and
σ(Z−)
CTRmax
(i.e. that both players prefer the long1−pτ
(σ+1)(1−p) >
term payoffs of ∗ to either r state, and prefer the longterm payoff of either r state to the payoff of repeatedly deviating and
being punished in ∗). The Perfect Nash Folk Theorem ensures
that, if both players initially commit to this strategy, then the
strategies together form a subgame perfect Nash equilibrium,
provided that p is sufficiently high (for example, values as low
max
as p = 0.75, τ = 2, and σ = 9 allow for Z = CTR
1.575 ). The
intuition behind this is that if either player deviates from the
initial point, then it will receive strictly less utility in the future,
because there is no way to return to ∗. During the punishment
period, threats are made credible by the promise that, if they
are not fulfilled, the end game will move to an equilibrium that
is less beneficial to the player who forgoes punishing when it
ought. This result implies that a cooperative equilibrium, similar to the two shown above relying on credible threats, can
be supported even when both players are locally maximizing
utility within the game, and are perfectly rational.
To show that the proposed strategy profile is a subgame
perfect Nash Equilibrium, we need only show that deviating in
any one state of the game for a single step, and then returning
to the equilibrium strategies, can only produce long-term harm
for the player that deviates, and never long-term benefits.
To do this, we start by considering the phase ∗. In this
phase, deviation by the censor will yield zero utility for the
round of deviation (since closing the channel means no traffic gets through at all), followed by τ rounds of zero utility
punishments, followed by an endgame spent in rcen , assuming
neither player makes any other deviation from the equilibrium.
Since the payoff for the censor is lower in rcen than in ∗, noth-
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ing can be gained by the censor’s deviation. If the circumventor deviates, an initial gain of CTRmax is made, followed by
τ rounds of zero utility, followed by an endgame spent in rcir .
τ +1
)
> CTRmax , the short-term deviaProvided that Z(1−p
1−p
tion is not profitable, but even if it is, the endgame results in
Z
a decrease of σ+1
+  of relative utility per round during the
endgame, which will, for sufficiently large values of p, quickly
come to dominate any short-term gains.
We have from the assumed constraints F ≥ Z and
σ(Z−)
CTRmax
1−pτ , a straightforward guarantee that nei(σ+1)(1−p) >
ther player wants to deviate from either r state. The censor
gains nothing from deviating, since keeping the channel open
is at least as profitable as closing it. The circumventor loses
more utility via the following τ rounds of punishment than it
can hope to gain in a single round of deviation.
This leaves only ∗. If we enter this state to punish the
circumventor, then the circumventor cannot deviate, because
deviation merely resets the punishment counter for another τ
rounds, and the endgame will still be the same. If the censor
deviates, they suffer immediately, as the circumventor is playing CTRmax continuously in the punishment state. Further, if
the censor deviates, the circumventor will attempt to move to
rcir after the punishment period has completed, an endgame
that is strictly worse for the censor than if they had simply
completed the punishment in the first place. Identical arguments can be used for the case where ∗ is entered to punish
the censor.
Although these interesting equilbria exist for some reasonable parameterizations of the game, there are other parameter settings for which poor equilibria are present instead. Notably, if CTRmax  F , then the policy where the censor
always blocks, and the circumventor always sends CTRmax
may be the only plausible Nash equilibrium.
Interestingly, we note that p could be replaced by any discounting factor for the utility of future rewards. So if, instead
of representing the chance of a future game, p represented the
preference of each party for rewards today as opposed to in
the future, a similar result could be derived. In practice, most
companies do use such a discounting factor when considering
the benefits of future rewards, since events in the future are
fundamentally uncertain. To provide a censorship resistance
example: a whistleblower may use a discounting factor where
they are uncertain about their ability to communicate in the
future and the value of the information they wish to transmit
may be of such high impact that maintaining the channel for
future use may be ignored.
We can conclude from this analysis that, in many reasonable games, it is the best policy for the circumventor interested in maintaining a long-term communication channel to
keep CTR ≤ F .
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4.3 Step 3: Multiple Rounds, With an
Apparatus
We now consider the case where the censor has some apparatus capable of distinguishing the target, covert, traffic (CTR0 )
from the legitimate cover traffic (L). The apparatus correctly
labels a fraction TPR (the true positive rate) of the circumvention traffic, but also incorrectly labels a fraction FPR (the false
positive rate) of the legitimate traffic as circumvention traffic.
Similarly, traffic not positively labeled can be partitioned to
that which is truly not circumvention traffic, i.e. TNR (true
negatives), and that which has been missed by the apparatus,
i.e. FNR (false negatives). We note that FNR = 1−TPR and
TNR = 1 − FPR. The output of the apparatus is traffic with
the “Positive” tag or “Negative” tag, referring to if the apparatus deems the traffic as being CRS-related or not, respectively.
The new action space of the censor has two variables, denoted Xp and Xn , where both can take the values 0 and 1
(Block and Allow). Xp governs traffic tagged “Postive” and
the censor can either block or allow this traffic. Similarly, Xn
governs traffic tagged “Negative” and the censor can again either block or allow the traffic. The action space of the circumventor remains unchanged from before.
The presence of the apparatus serves to alter the utility
0
0
functions of the censor and circumventor, Ucen
and Ucir
respectively, as follows:
0
Ucen
=CTR0 (−αact (TPR · Xp + FNR · Xn )+

αbct (TPR(1 − Xp ) + FNR(1 − Xn )))+
(1 − CTR0 )(βalt (FPR · Xp + TNR · Xn )−

(4)

βblt (FPR(1 − Xp ) + TNR(1 − Xn )))
0
Ucir
= CTR0 (γact (TPR · Xp + FNR · Xn ))

(5)

The parameters are all normalized as before to the range
[0, 1].
To help build intuition, as an example let us consider the
censor’s sensitivity to blocking circumvention traffic (αbct ).
Its contribution to the censor’s utility function is CTR0 ·
αbct (TPR(1 − Xp ) + FNR(1 − Xn )) because a fraction
CTR0 of the traffic is circumvention traffic, and of that, TPR
of it is reported as positive, which will get blocked if Xp = 0,
and FNR = 1 − TPR of it is reported as negative, which will
get blocked if Xn = 0. Similar reasoning follows for the other
parameters.

4.3.1 Analysis
Ultimately the dynamics of this game are similar to those in
Step 1 or 2 (depending on whether we incorporate temporal
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dynamics or not), with adjustments to the parameters of the
censor. First, we analyze the censor’s strategy space and make
the following observations.
The censor has four strategies to play. Strategy
(Xp , Xn ) = (1, 1) is the same as not having an apparatus
since the censor ignores the “Positive” tag on traffic and allows
it through as well as allowing all the traffic with the “Negative”
tag.
Strategy (Xp , Xn ) = (0, 0) is again the same as not having an apparatus and is also the same as blocking all traffic
since the censor disagrees with traffic tagged “Negative” and
blocks it as well as blocking all the traffic tagged “Positive”.
Strategy (Xp , Xn ) = (0, 1) is where the censor goes
along with the tagging of the apparatus and blocks traffic labeled “Positive” and allows traffic labeled “Negative”.
Strategy (Xp , Xn ) = (1, 0) implies that it is always better for the censor to disagree with the apparatus completely
and do the opposite of what its tagging suggests. So now, traffic labeled “Positive” is allowed through while traffic labeled
“Negative” is blocked. For the sake of simplicity, we assume
that should the censor find that disagreement is more beneficial then it simply switches the tags which makes this strategy
equivalent to strategy (0, 1) above. This is the same as assuming that TPR ≥ FPR and, equivalently, that TNR ≥ FNR.
We now consider these strategies in more detail. Setting
(Xp , Xn ) = (1, 1) in Equation 4 gives the following:
0
0
0
Ucen
(1,1) =CTR (−αact ) + (1 − CTR )(βalt )

(6)

Similarly, the other settings yield the following utility
equations:
0
0
0
Ucen
(0,0) =CTR (αbct ) + (1 − CTR )(−βblt )

(7)
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For the censor to choose (1, 1) over (0, 1) then
0
0
Ucen
(1,1) ≥ Ucen(0,1) and the following must also hold:
CTR0 ≤

FPR(βalt + βblt )
, (10)
TPR(αact + αbct ) + FPR(βalt + βblt )

alt +βblt )
or CTR0 ≤ Fam , where Fam = TPR(αactFPR(β
+αbct )+FPR(βalt +βblt ) .
Similar to the convention used above, the subscript am denotes that when the inequality holds the censor gets more
utility by allowing all traffic than by using the apparatus (the
m stands for machine, since the apparatus is a kind of machine).
For the censor to choose (0, 1) over (0, 0) means that
0
0
Ucen
(0,1) > Ucen(0,0) . Therefore the following must also hold:

CTR0 ≤

TNR(βalt + βblt )
, (11)
FNR(αact + αbct ) + TNR(βalt + βblt )

alt +βblt )
or CTR0 ≤ Fmb , where Fmb = FNR(αactTNR(β
+αbct )+TNR(βalt +βblt ) .
Again similar to before, the subscript mb denotes that when
the inequality holds the censor gets more utility by using the
apparatus than by blocking all traffic.
Each of Fab , Fam , and Fmb is a threshold on CTR0 that
drives the censor’s decision to allow, block, or use the apparatus. We would like to discover the ordering between the thresholds so that the censor can make informed (strategic) choices.
We make an observation that simplifies the analysis: the terms
αact + αbct and βalt + βblt are common and can be replaced
with α and β, respectively. When determining the relative ordering of the three thresholds, we will assume, as above, that
TPR ≥ FPR (and equivalently, that TNR ≥ FNR).
We begin by noting that Fab ≥ Fam ⇔ FPR ≤ TPR
since:

Fab ≥ Fam
FPR · β
β
≥
α+β
TPR · α + FPR · β
α+β
TPR · α + FPR · β
⇔
≤
β
FPR · β
α
TPR · α
⇔
≤
β
FPR · β

⇔
0
0
Ucen
(0,1) =CTR (−αact · FNR + αbct · TPR)+
0

(1 − CTR )(βalt · TNR − βblt · FPR)

(8)

To discover when it is better to play each strategy we compare each one against the other. Since the censor’s utility depends on the circumvention traffic we state the results of this
comparison in terms of CTR0 .
For the censor to choose (1, 1) over (0, 0) then
0
0
Ucen(1,1) ≥ Ucen
(0,0) and the following must hold:
CTR0 ≤

βalt + βblt
,
αact + αbct + βalt + βblt

(9)

+βblt
or CTR0 ≤ Fab , where Fab = αact +αβalt
. The subbct +βalt +βblt
script ab denotes that when the inequality holds the censor gets
more utility by allowing all traffic through than by blocking it.
Note that F ≡ Fab .

(12)

⇔ FPR ≤ TPR
Similarly, we also note that Fmb ≥ Fab ⇔ FNR ≤ TNR
since:
Fmb ≥ Fab
TNR · β
β
≥
FNR · α + TNR · β
α+β
FNR · α + TNR · β
α+β
⇔
≤
TNR · β
β
FNR · α
α
⇔
≤
TNR · β
β

⇔

⇔ FNR ≤ TNR

(13)
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BR’

Fam

0
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apparatus

Fmb
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1
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Fig. 1. Best censor strategies at critical circumvention traffic
thresholds. The censor’s strategies are in italics. The circumventor’s strategies are to send a proportion of circumvention traffic,
0 ≤ CTR0 ≤ 1, with the critical thresholds marked as Fam , Fab ,
and Fmb .

Since Fmb ≥ Fab and Fab ≥ Fam , it is clear that the total
ordering is Fmb ≥ Fab ≥ Fam .
Given this ordering, the censor will play according to the
following strategies, which are depicted in Figure 1. When
CTR0 ≤ Fam the censor will allow all traffic to flow. When
Fam ≤ CTR0 ≤ Fab or Fab ≤ CTR0 ≤ Fmb then the censor
will use the apparatus rather than allowing or blocking all the
traffic, respectively. Finally, when CTR0 > Fmb the censor
should block all traffic.
Turning to the circumventor we see that she actually
only has only has two reasonable choices: sending CTR0 =
Fam (in which case all of her circumvention traffic will get
through), or CTR0 = Fmb (in which case only a fraction FNR
of her circumvention traffic will get through). The decision
rests on whether FNR · Fmb ≥ Fam ; i.e., when the inequality
holds, the circumventor should send CTR0 = Fmb circumvention traffic, and otherwise she should send CTR0 = Fam .
The key takeaway from the analysis in this section is that
neither party has an incentive to deviate from the equilibrium
points, as defined by the circumvention traffic thresholds Fam ,
Fab , and Fmb . That is to say that as long as the circumventor
does not send more than Fmb traffic, the censor will not block
it, but will apply its apparatus to reduce the amount of circumvention traffic that gets through, or allow it entirely if it is
below Fam .
It is clear then that the introduction of the apparatus, with
its inherent TPR and FPR, does not produce a deviation from
the character of the Nash equilibrium that we found in the simpler cases 1 and 2. The main effect is on the amount of traffic,
CTR0 , the circumventor can send through while ensuring that
the inequalities above remain true.

5 More Realistic Censor Models
So far we have analyzed censor utility functions that are linear
in nature. In reality, the censor may be more risk averse. We
mean by this that the censor’s stakes (costs) to blocking CRS
traffic, and not making mistakes, ramp up faster as rates of errors increase than the linear model above. One way to capture
this is to utilize an exponential utility function for the censor.
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The following is an example of an exponential censor utility function.
00
Ucen
= e−(C·FPR·(1−CTR)+D·FNR·CTR))

(14)

00
Ucir
= E · FNR · CTR

(15)

Similar to the earlier α and β, the non-negative parameters C and D control the sensitivity of the censor to false
positives and false negatives respectively. Like γ before, the
non-negative parameter E controls the circumventor’s sensitivity to circumvention traffic getting through the censor’s SoI;
without loss of generality, E = 1 for the remainder of this
discussion. As before, the variable FNR is the percentage of
the circumvention traffic allowed (i.e. the false negatives) and
FPR is the percentage of legitimate traffic blocked (i.e. the
false positives). This function allows a wide range of plausible
censor utility functions to be modeled, and results in utility
values between 0 (maximum dissatisfaction) and 1 (maximum
satisfaction).
A second simplification we have thus far made was to only
consider a single protocol that the CRS could blend in with. In
reality there are a plethora of protocols that a CRS could use
for cover, e.g. HTTP, TLS, and VoIP to name a few. Furthermore, it is likely that some protocols are more critical, or at
least more important, than others and interfering with them
would cost the censor more dearly.
Unfortunately, when we take these factors into consideration the preceding closed-form style of analysis becomes more
complex and less straightforward to reason about. We change
tracks here and leverage numerical simulation to help us analyze and gain further insights. We exploit our finding from
the closed-form analysis above that a protocol remains unblocked as long as the circumventor does not transmit more
than a certain amount of traffic over it. We create a simulation
that utilizes Equation 14 and Equation 15 above and iterates
over parameter values to help us find potential Nash equilibria
for various types of censors.
The aim of the analysis that follows is to explore how
to identify cover protocols that are good candidates as cover
traffic for the amount of circumvention traffic that we wish to
send. We focus on the quantity of the cover traffic a protocol
provides rather than its other qualities such as its importance
or the ease with which it can be imitated.

5.1 Strategy Simulator
Our simulator models the censorship game as follows. The circumventor moves first, and produces a CRS that impersonates one or more protocols and distributes circumvention traf-
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5.1.1 False-Positive Intolerant Censor
We first consider a censor with a low tolerance to false positives. We define this to mean that there is at least one protocol that they are unwilling to block (a critical protocol),
even if blocking the protocol would result in blocking all of
the circumventor’s traffic. In this case the circumventor should
choose the critical protocol and send all censorship-resistance
traffic over it. The censor will not block it, and so all of the circumvention traffic will get through. Any alternative strategy
for the circumventor would be less good, as choosing multiple critical protocols would be more effort for no gain, and

1.00

0.75
Censor Utility

fic over these protocols according to some distribution. The
censor can masquerade as a CRS client, and is able to establish which protocols are being impersonated and how much
circumvention traffic is being sent over each. We examine the
case where the impersonation is good—the censor does not
have an apparatus that can distinguish legitimate uses of the
protocol from uses of the protocol to carry circumvention traffic. Therefore, the censor must choose to either block a protocol entirely—blocking both cover traffic (causing false positives) and the circumventor’s traffic (causing true positives),
or leaving it entirely unblocked.
The censor and circumventor move simultaneously. In
each round the censor will choose a blocking strategy, i.e.
which protocols they will block, to maximize their utility. The
goal of the circumventor is to find the right proportion of the
total amount of circumvention traffic to send over each protocol such that the censor’s best strategy is the one that maximizes the circumventor’s utility. This will be the equilibrium
strategy since if either party changes their choice, they will
decrease their own utility.
An interesting consequence of this model is that the utility
function of the circumventor does not matter, as all they can do
is choose between the collection of scenarios which the censor has decided to be optimum for a particular strategy of the
circumventor. Therefore, as long as the circumventor’s utility
function is monotonically increasing in terms of the false negative rate, the same equilibrium will be reached regardless of
the function’s shape.
The simulator models the relative importance of protocols, for both the censor and the population in the censor’s
SoI, by utilizing popularity of the protocol by traffic volume.
As a concrete source of information we use traffic-volume data
supplied by the 2014 survey of US Internet traffic [27]. Our
simulator makes some simplifying assumptions to reduce the
computational complexity of the simulation. We will provide
more detail in subsubsection 5.1.2 where this becomes relevant.
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Fig. 2. Utility of a censor with high false-positive and falsenegative tolerance.

choosing a non-critical protocol for some traffic might lead the
censor to block it.

5.1.2 False-Positive Tolerant Censor: Variant 1
A more interesting case is where there is no such critical protocol. To give a concrete example, assume that the circumventor
can impersonate six protocols with the same relative quantities of traffic as the top six types of traffic from the survey:
Netflix streaming video (33.81%), YouTube streaming video
(14.63%), HTTP (6.08%), BitTorrent (4.85%), iTunes (3.12%)
and Facebook (2.60%).5 We shall call the most prevalent protocol the top protocol, and the least prevalent the bottom protocol, with the rest forming an ordering in between.
As the censor utility function, we use Equation 14 with
C = 0.3 and D = 0.25. This is illustrated on Figure 2 for
three values of true positive rates: 100% (top), 50% (middle)
and 0% (bottom).
We now need to compute the censor utility function for
all combinations of censor strategy and circumventor strategy.
The censor can choose to block any selection of the six target
cover protocols. As a result there are 26 = 64 scenarios.
The circumventor can choose to send units of traffic in
any distribution over the protocols, but we exclude any distribution where the traffic distributed over protocol a is greater
than that distributed over protocol b when the quantity of cover
traffic going over protocol b is greater than that of a. We do
this because if any excluded scenario were chosen, if a and
b were swapped, the censor utility function would be lower

5 Note that these percentages do not add up to 100% since there will
remain traffic types that are not targetted by the CRS and thus the situation
where the censor needs to block all Internet access will not arise.
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Fig. 4. Utility of a censor with high false-positive and low falsenegative tolerance.
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Fig. 3. Utility of a censor with high false-positive and falsenegative tolerance.

for every censor scenario (assuming the censor prefers a lower
false-positive rate).
Even making this assumption there are still an infinite
number of circumventor scenarios if we allow any fractional
value for the amount of traffic. So, to reduce the scenario space
we quantize all circumvention traffic into multiples of 5 units
up to a total of 100 units, resulting in 282 circumventor scenarios. We assign legitimate traffic to the six cover protocols
in the same ratios as before, with 33.81, 14.63, 6.08 4.85, 3.12,
and 2.6 units of traffic respectively, for a total of 65.09 units
of total legitimate traffic. While in subsection 4.2 we assumed
that CTR  L, we now want to also explore the range of
situations where the censorship resistance traffic is similar in
volume to the cover traffic as well as when it is greater in volume than the cover traffic.
The result of simulating all scenarios is shown in Figure 3,
where blue is low utility and red is high utility. The censor scenarios are sorted in order of increasing false-positive rate. The
circumventor scenarios at the top have traffic heavily skewed
to the protocols with the most cover traffic; those at the bottom
have traffic more evenly distributed over the protocols. The
small rectangles show the optimum censor strategy for each
circumventor strategy (white with the arrow labeled “Best” for
the equilibrium and black for others).
Even small changes in the circumventor scenarios result
in large changes in optimum censor scenario, but the equilibrium for this censor type is for the circumventor to distribute
circumvention traffic quite evenly over the protocols, but not
completely. The top protocol should get 40 units of traffic and
the next four with 15 units of the traffic each with the sixth

not used at all. The censor will block protocols 3, 4, and 5, allowing 55 units of circumvention traffic through. Were the attacker to block protocols 1 and 2, the additional false positives
would not justify the extra 55 units of true positive (circumvention) traffic. Were the circumventor to move some traffic
onto protocol 6, it would be blocked because it has a smaller
false-positive cost.

5.1.3 False-Positive Tolerant Censor: Variant 2
Let us now consider a censor who is equally tolerant to false
positives, but far more sensitive to false negatives than before,
by changing D from 0.25 to 0.6 with the result shown in Figure 4.
Now a 50% false negative rate shows significantly lower
censor utility than variant 1 (the middle line). The resulting
simulation is significantly different as well, as can be seen in
Figure 5.
Now the optimum strategy for the censor is almost always
to block many protocols, resulting in a high false-positive rate
(the right-hand side of the graph). The equilibrium strategy is
for 95 units of circumvention traffic to be distributed on protocol 1 and 5 units to be distributed on protocol 2. The censor
will block protocol 1, but leave protocol 2 unblocked. This
lets only 5 units of circumventor traffic through, but it is better than none, which almost every other strategy results in. For
example, sending 100 units of traffic over protocol 1 results
in it being blocked. Sending 80 units over protocol 1 and 20
units over protocol 2 results in both protocols being blocked.
Putting only 5 units over protocol 2 is small enough that the
extra benefit to the censor of blocking it is not large enough to
justify the high false positives.
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Table 2. Cover protocol bandwidth effects on utility, C = 0.3,
D = 0.25
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Table 3. Cover protocol bandwidth effects on utility, C = 0.3,
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Fig. 5. Utility of a censor with high false-positive and low falsenegative tolerance.

5.2 Parameter Analysis
The analysis above provides some insight into how different
censor types behave and the optimum strategy for distributing
traffic given the traffic volumes of potential cover protocols
from real-world data. We now analyze what occurs when the
number of protocols is varied as well as the amount of cover
traffic they provide.

5.2.1 Protocol Popularity
The popularity, or amount of cover traffic available, of a protocol plays a significant role in the resulting Nash equilibrium
and hence censor and circumventor strategies. We investigate
this by taking a hypothetical protocol and varying its popularity, i.e. units of cover traffic, relative to all other non-cover traffic on the censor’s network. Note that since there is only one
protocol the circumventor can only play one action: send all
100 units of circumvention traffic over the protocol.6 We use
this setup to re-evaluate the fault-tolerant censors from above.
We see that for the censor with C = 0.3 and D = 0.25
the censor does not change their blocking pattern until the
cover protocol gets to be a little more than 83 units of the total
bandwidth. After this inflection point the censor switches to al-

6 We do not model the situation where the circumventor can hold back
sending all the traffic they wish to send. We do this to simplify the analysis
and also to illustrate the difference in the results where the cover protocol
is not popular and where it is.

lowing the 100 units of circumvention traffic through since the
collateral damage outweighs the benefit of information blocking. The takeaway is that, in this scenario, if we could only
target one protocol it had better provide at least 83 units of
cover traffic for each 100 units of circumvention traffic, or we
would not be able to use it as cover to safely send all the circumvention traffic past the censor.
We can verify this simple case with one protocol using
Equation 1 and rewriting it with αblt and βact replaced with
C and D—the remaining parameters set to zero—to produce
C
0.3
CTR00 ≤ C+D
which yields CTR00 ≤ 03+0.25
≈ 0.545. The
censor will allow circumvention traffic to flow (100 units of
it since there is only one channel) if it is 54.5% of the total
traffic, i.e. the sum of the circumvention traffic and the cover
traffic. This means that the cover protocol must be 45.5% of
83
the total traffic, corresponding to the 83+100
suggested by the
simulation.
However, for the censor with more sensitivity to information leakage, i.e. C = 0.3 and D = 0.6, the inflection
point occurs at a much larger 203 units of cover traffic, which
closed-form analysis also confirms. This means that for this
censor to allow 100 units of circumvention traffic a very popular protocol needs to be used as cover. Table 2 and Table 3
illustrate these trends.
While it seemed like it is better to target a protocol that is
the majority of bandwidth on the network in general, the above
examples show that there are censors for whom this approach
can not be employed since their sensitivity to information leakage, D, is too high as compared to their sensitivity to collateral
damage, C.
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Table 4. The effect of cover traffic distributed over two protocols
on utility, C = 0.3, D = 0.25
Bandwidths

Ucir

Ucen

82,1
72,11
62,21
52,31
42,41

0.95
0.85
0.70
0.60
0.50

0.79
0.78
0.79
0.78
0.78

Table 5. The effect of cover traffic distributed over two protocols
on utility, C = 0.3, D = 0.6
Bandwidths

Ucir

Ucen

82,1
72,10
62,20
52,30
42,41

0
0.5
0.10
0.15
0.20

0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78
0.78

5.2.2 Dynamics of Cover Bandwidth over Two
Protocols
The number of cover protocols can play a role in how the censor behaves. We investigate this by utilizing two hypothetical
cover protocols where the sum of their cover traffic is kept
constant. We then vary the amount of cover traffic units between the two to investigate the effects on the censor’s best
responses. We choose just below the inflection point from the
analysis above as the total cover traffic units to distribute between the two protocols, i.e. 83 units of cover traffic. We do
this to see if there is any difference in the censor’s behavior.
We see from Table 4 that leveraging two cover protocols,
where one is very small compared to the other, against the first
censor (C = 0.3, D = 0.25) provides a high level of utility. However, as the cover traffic ratio between the two protocols decreases we see that the circumventor loses more utility which implies that in this scenario it is more beneficial to
leverage a single cover protocol than multiple protocols.
Against the second censor (C = 0.3, D = 0.6), for whom
we saw that only a very large amount of cover traffic (203
units) could cause it to deviate from its block-everything strategy, we see from Table 5 that now targeting two protocols
instead (with a much smaller sum of 83 units of cover traffic
distributed almost evenly over them) can cause the censor to
allow up to 20 units of circumvention traffic to flow over them.
It is interesting that the two censors produced such different results; in one case targeting two protocols (with their sum
equal to the noted inflection point) produced a reduced utility
for the circumventor, while in another it allowed some portion
of traffic to flow where none was allowed before even though
the amount of cover traffic did not increase. It shows us that
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choice of not only which protocols (i.e. the amount of cover
traffic they offer) but also the ratio of cover traffic between
them can have an impact on censor behavior, such that it is
beneficial to CRS activity. An avenue for future work is to further explore these aspects to understand and ultimately leverage the censor’s sensitivity to particular protocols and their
combinations.

6 Reducing Complexity
Our censorship games depended on perfect information and
this makes it necessary to discover the correct type for the
censor and the values of the parameters. This may be difficult, if not impossible, since the censor does not cooperate and
hides this information and there are infinitely many value combinations these parameters may take. We now show that it is
also irrelevant to learn this information about any given censor.
This is because, instead of working with utility for specific parameter values, we gather up utility functions into equivalence
classes of observed censor actions. Furthermore, we only consider equivalence classes, and hence parameter values, that directly impact the circumventor’s utility function. This reduction in complexity in terms of equivalence class space makes
the problem more tractable and enables us to find effective
strategies for designing and deploying CRSs.
We do not completely, and accurately, attempt to map all
parameters for all censors, CRSs and users, but the framework
presented here can help in refining censor behavior models and
be a jumping off point for future work.

6.1 Methodology
We first create a repository of censor equivalence classes.
These are collections of censor actions, or action profiles, that
characterize its behavior in the dimensions that the CRS is affected by. The profiles have a few conditions; they are distinct
from one another and the actions in the profile need to be observable and maximize the censor’s utility. In the setting we
have presented, the action profile is the blocking pattern that
the censor adopts. Each of the patterns is distinct and is easily
observable, e.g. by probing which protocols are blocked and at
what level of traffic.
We then consider past observed censor behavior and the
conditions (or inputs) that cause it and map them to the equivalence classes. Where past observations are not available, an
active probing test suite can collect the needed data. By this
method we converge at 1) those equivalence classes that matter for the CRS, 2) the region the equivalence classes occupies
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Fig. 6. Best censor responses (blocking patterns) for various
censor types, i.e. values of C and D. Each shade represent one
blocking pattern and all regions with the same shade represent
a single censor equivalence class. The lighter shades denote
blocking patterns where fewer protocols are blocked and darker
shades denote patterns where more protocols are blocked.

in the parameter space, and 3) the boundaries between classes
that transition a censor from one profile to another.
In this manner we could predict a particular censor’s behavior for given inputs and hence can design CRSs that allow
us to maximize the circumventor’s utility.

6.2 Censor Equivalence Classes
We apply this methodology to our censor utility function,
in Equation 14. First, we enumerate the blocking patterns that
00
we expect to appear due to Ucen
for the scenario presented
in subsubsection 5.1.2 with the false-positive tolerant censor
with six protocols. We compile a heatmap of best responses
by censors of varying sensitivity values, C and D, in the range
[0, 1]. The results are presented as the heatmap in Figure 6.
These figures demonstrate that it is only the ratio C/D that
actually matters; this makes sense, as multiplying both C and
D by any positive constant just scales the utility function by
raising it that constant power.
The interesting thing to note is that within this range out
of the 64 possible blocking patterns the censor’s best responses
are limited to just 11, meaning that those are the patterns that
the circumventor actually needs to address. From this map of
the blocking patterns we can probe the censor’s type to converge on the equivalence class of a particular censor by sending different proportions of circumvention traffic over the protocols and noting the behavior of the censor.
Since we are only interested in censor patterns that provide positive utility to the circumventor we also produce a

14

Fig. 7. Circumventor utility for best responses for various censor
types, i.e. values of C and D. Each shade represents 0.05 units
of circumventor utility. The lighter shades denote high utility and
darker shades denote low utility, with black denoting zero utility
(i.e. no circumventor traffic allowed through).

circumventor utility heatmap (Figure 7) to compare with the
blocking pattern heatmap. There are 15 contiguous regions
with the same circumventor utility. These follow the same
general trends of the blocking patterns but with some censor
equivalence classes providing two different utilities for certain ranges of values. We note that there is a contiguous region
(the black region in the top half) that provides no circumventor
utility, and this corresponds with the pattern to block the top
protocol—where the circumventor also sends all circumvention traffic over the top protocol—and the pattern to block all
protocols. The bottom light shaded region provides the most
utility (i.e. all circumvention traffic is allowed through) and
this corresponds to the block-nothing pattern.
This framework enables us to discover the overall shape of
the game. Given the traffic proportions of the cover protocols
that the CRS can target we can use the methodology above to
discover which censor strategies are likely to come into play
and the potential circumventor utility we can achieve. This can
allow the CRS designer to decide if it is worth playing the
game and to help them target the right set of cover protocols
that allow positive circumventor utility.

7 Related Work
Microeconomic approaches of incentive analysis and gametheoretical models have been adopted in numerous applications of network security for preventing attacks and designing
adversarial intrusion detection models. In surveys [1, 22, 26]
of the evolution of computer networks and security systems
we see a drastic change from the use of heuristic and ad hoc
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solutions, to analytical paradigms that are based on rich gametheoretic models. This new shift has enabled researchers to
account for players’ incentives and attitudes towards decision
making in various environments.
In the context of censorship resistance systems that are
mainly inspired by peer-to-peer file/media sharing frameworks, researchers have focused on two orthogonal approaches: randomized file and functionality sharing where
each node is assigned random resources, and a discretionary
model where peers can choose and modify their precise contributions to the network [2, 3]. Danezis and Anderson [8] studied these two frameworks and showed that, in contrast to the
initial intuition, the random model is less costly to attack for all
possible attacker strategies, and that the cost to censor a set of
nodes is maximized when resources are distributed according
to node preferences. Contemporaneous to the work in this paper, Tschantz et al. [28] promote the idea that evaluating censorship resistance designs solely on technical attributes is shallow and at times intractable and present game-theoretic analysis as an alternative. The analysis and contributions are limited
to considering abstract cost functions and preliminary conclusions about the viability of economic analysis as a means of
evaluating CRS designs.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to offer
a framework for game-theoretic analysis of censorship resistance on the data channel in a variety of scenarios.

sorship events in the wild [6, 7, 15, 31] can be a useful source
of data for our framework.
In this paper, we focus attention on the censorship games
wherein two rational and self-interested players, namely censor and circumventor, play their best strategic responses in a
perfect information game. Considering a linear utility model,
we start by analyzing the simplest pure Nash equilibrium analysis and enrich the model step by step. We then analyze the
exponential utility setting and describe a simulated approach
to equilibrium analysis.
Our simple closed-form analysis yields insight about the
existence of Nash equilibria that can be leveraged by CRS
designs. Extending our analysis to more realistic censorship
scenarios, we leveraged simulation as an aid to discovering
and analyzing equilibrium points. This approach has application to real-world CRS-design problems, namely, of how to
select useful cover protocols and how to distribute circumvention traffic over them. Finally, we provide intuition about how
one might go about discovering the censor’s type using active
probing as a method of indirect preference solicitation.
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